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The culture of safety and
security eats away at
everything we do and
dinosaurs like myself, find it
harder to explain that each
of us must stand up and be
counted. Helmets,
protective clothing, leg
protectors, electronic safety
devices may or may not save
us. Our wits and God’s
favour might. But in the end,
we must have the right to
live our lives as we see fit,
respecting our fellow man,
but in freedom”.
Trevor Baird, Former General
Secretary of MAG UK

March 22nd A new era in motorcycle politics in Victoria.
On the 18th March, 2011 the Motorcycle Riders Association of Victoria, founded in 1978, had its
Annual General Meeting at the Keilor Hotel. 2010 President Kerry Walton opened the meeting
with “it is our intent that tonight will be the start of a united effort”.
Following the recommendations of our members and an independent planning group established
to examine the future of motorcycle advocacy and lobbying in Victoria, a resolution was put to
members to disband the MRA(Vic) and to pass the political aspects over to a motorcycle council
structure. After much discussion the resolution (which required a 75% majority) was lost by a
single vote.

Lengthy discussion on the resolution had made the mood of the meeting very clear. Members
overwhelmingly wanted a single effective and credible voice in advocacy and lobbying for riders
rights. The members put forward the motion for the MRA(Vic) to become a social and charitable
organization for the promotion of motorcycling with the annual Toyrun, MRA CranborneGP Run
and to pass the lobbying and advocacy role to an organisation such as the Victorian Motorcycle
Council as part of this plan.
The new MRAV Board was then elected and this motion was formalized by a substantial majority
(90%) vote of the members present. The process to make these changes is now underway to
ensure a seamless transition of responsibilities. Major announcements from the planning group
are then anticipated, detailing how representation and riders rights will be significantly enhanced.
We thank Mr. David Heasley for acting as the independent Chairperson for this meeting and the
management of the Keilor Hotel for hosting the event.
From the AGM, the 2011 MRA(Vic) board members are;
President - Grant Delahoy
Vice President - Rod Brown (now Paul Finey)
Treasurer - Kim Davies
Secretary - Wendy Taylor
Membership Secretary - Gavin Stilgoe
Ordinary member - Kerry Walton
Ordinary member - Tony Ellis
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United
We
Ride

Dates
Important dates for 2011-2012 from the first MRA(Vic) Board meeting;
Meeting/event type

Date

MRAV membership renewal date

February 20, 2012

MRAV Board meeting (2011 – 2012) Second Wednesday of each month:
April 13, 2011
May 11, 2011
July 13, 2011
August 10, 2011
October 12, 2012
November 9, 2011
January 11, 2012
February 8, 2012
QGM 2011
Second Wednesday quarterly:
June 8, 2011
September 14, 2011
December 14, 2011
AGM 2012
Wednesday, March 14, 2012
MRAV GP Run

Saturday, October 15, 2011

MRAV Toy Run

Sunday, December 11, 2011

Fatality Free Friday

Friday, May 27, 2011

From the MRA(Vic) May board meeting;
The Board reviewed the various positions held by members. The positions and/or
appointees were confirmed as:
• Public Officer – Grace Plancencio
• 4Bs – Alois Zimmer
• Merchandising Officer – Kim Davies
• Constitutional Adviser – Detlef Lamp
• Blood Challenge – Mick Doedee
• Events Coordinator – Kerry Walton (chairman), with committee members: Yvonne
Barker, Rodney Brown, Mick Doedee
• Eureka Run – Paul Murphy
• GP Run – Mick Doedee and Kerry Walton
• Road Safety and Research Officer – Tony Ellis
• AMC Delegates (2) – Tony Ellis and MRAV President
• VMC delegate (2) MRA(Vic) President and Vice President
• Chief Marshall – Mick Doedee
• Newsletter – vacant
The following positions are no longer required:
•
•
•
•

Road Safety Reference Group
Victorian Motorcycle Advisory Council
Roadside furniture officer
Club Liaison

http://www.wombatt
ours.com/contact_u
s.php
MRAVic members will
receive a 5% discount on
all Wombat Tours
Motorcycle holidays in
Thailand by declaring they
are MRAVic members. A
range of motorcycling
tours are available.
All bike tour excursions
include bike hire, petrol,
lunch and back- up
vehicle and guides.

Vice President
position note
From the MRA(Vic) May
board meeting;
Discussion on email
message sent that evening
to the board from Dale
Maggs about nominating for
any positions that may
become vacant. Rodney
indicated that he would like
to step down as Vice
President for family reasons.
Board members encouraged
him to stay on however his
official resignation was
handed in on 30th May. The
board regretfully accepted
and thank him for all his
efforts. Kerry reminded the
board that Paul Finey had
also asked for any positions
that may come up at the
AGM in March as he missed
the election part of that
evening. The board voted
unanimously to offer the
role to Paul. Kerry has since
contacted Paul who has
accepted the position of
Vice President.
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Contact the MRAVic
PO Box 12905 A’Beckett
Street Melbourne VIC 3000
Phone 0401 214467
www.mravic.org.au

General Email:
mraa@mravic.org.au
ABN 28 703 101 330

Patron:
Professor Marcus Wigan,
FACS, FInstP, FICE, FIEAust,
FAITPM, FCILT.

MRAVic Board 2011
President:
Grant Delahoy
president@mravic.org.au
0433229815
Vice President:
Paul Finey
vicepresident@mravic.org.au

Secretary:
Wendy Taylor
secretary@mravic.org.au
Treasurer:
Kim Davies
treasurer@mravic.org.au
Membership Secretary:
Gavin Stilgoe
membershipsecretary@mravic.org.au

Ordinary Board Members:
(Events) Kerry Walton
Tony Ellis
Resource Committee:
Public Officer:
Grace Placencio
4B’s Coordinator:
Alan (Alois) Zimmer
Merchandise Officer:
Kim Davies
Constitutional Advisor:
Detlef Lamp
Eureka Run:
Paul Murphy
Chief Marshal:
Mick Doedee
mravmarshal@gmail.com
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From the MRAV 2011 QGM1;

End of an era for the Blood challenge
Duncan Reynolds, Community Relations, Australian Red Cross Blood Service attended the
MRA(Vic) 2011 QGM1. Duncan advised the meeting that the Blood Service was launching
into twitter, facebook and Youtube, supporting their current Internet social media work.
Duncan emphasized the important and positive history between the Red Cross and the
MRA(Vic), particularly with the annual Blood Challenge.
However, Duncan also explained the need for people to donate blood all year around, not
just over the Christmas holiday period, with blood stocks traditionally at their lowest in
Winter rather than Summer. Therefore the Blood Service have discontinued the challenge in
its original form and are looking to work with the MRA(Vic) members on new avenues for
promotion.
Discussion ensued about opportunities for the Red Cross Blood Service to promote blood
services across the motorcycling community. It was agreed that the annual MRAV Toyrun
and MRAV Cranbourne GP Run would be ideal opportunities. Duncan was enthusiastic about
the scale of these events, and said he would actively pursue opportunities to bring attention
to riders.
The concept and tradition of the annual Blood Challenge was acknowledged as successful.
However, it is understood that the Blood service has decided to promote the Blood Service
differently and to encourage the motorcycling community to actively and regularly donate
blood. Duncan said the Red Cross Blood Service would appreciate the MRAV encouraging its
members, and motorcyclists in general to donate regularly. MRA(Vic) is registered on the
Club:Red website page as a club for members to nominate.
On behalf of the Red Cross, Duncan acknowledged and thanked the MRA(Vic) for its efforts
over the past 31 years as a partner in the Blood
Challenge. Duncan undertook to formalize this
acknowledgement in a letter to the MRAV that we
can publish.

th

The 34 MRA Toy Run 2011
Sunday 11th December.
We are proud to announce

Where style is pure attitude

as the new destination for the MRA(Vic) Toy Run for this year. This is a
fantastic location where motorbike riders from all over Victoria can share
a fun filled day with their families this Christmas to support the Salvation
Army, who are in need of toys and food.

This spectacular event and venue will be
Melbourne’s premier ride this year. Mark your
diary, don’t miss this one!

Women have their own
individuality and style,
therefore our Girl Rider ®
range was specifically
designed with this in
mind, as they still want to
look like a women when
riding.
Our range is design by
women for women and
girls.

The MRAV Melbourne Toy Run has always been a popular ride with Victorian motorcyclists.
Riders dress up their bikes, trikes and scooters with Christmas decorations and ride to a
destination to give toys and food for the kids for Christmas. The Salvation Army trucks will be
waiting to receive these generous gifts from the bikers.

Girlrider Pty Ltd
18 Yendon Close
Caroline Springs
Victoria, 3023 Australia

We invite riders and passengers of all Motorbikes, from Trikes to Scooters of all
shapes, sizes and vintage to participate.

http://girlrider.com.au/in
dex.html

The MRAV ToyRun this year will include many activities and entertainment for the
whole family, not only riders but the entire community will have plenty to see and do
at Calder Park, the “Home of Motor Sport in Victoria”. This will be a public event with
a fantastic motorcycle show and Shine. We will have many trade stalls and displays to
see, including Hot Rods and race cars. Listen to a live rock and roll band, and many
other surprises at this year’s Toy Run event. The “Lukey Luke” stunt rider show will
again amaze the crowds and there will also be other stunt rider shows to make a full
day of entertainment for the entire family. Face painting and a jumping castle are
planned for the little ones. The children will also get the chance to see Santa arrive in
his famous tuk tuk.

Phone : (+61 3) 8361 7981
Fax : (+61 3) 8361 7981
Email :

info@girlrider.com.au

You will be able to buy some food and get a drink, sit down at a table and enjoy the
afternoon in a motorcycle atmosphere with friends that will be unique at the Calder
Park venue. The MRAV Toy Run event will not only be just a famous motorcycle run
to a spectacular motorcycle community event, it will also be providing a day of
enjoyment for the whole family.
The MRA(Vic) is looking for companies to help sponsor and participate in the
Melbourne Toy Run event again this year so get on board 2011’s Toy Run!

A HUGE EVENT for Melbourne

We look forward in hearing from you, so get in early to book your trade stall.
Checkout: www.toyrun.org.au for more details, and information on all Australian Toy Runs.
For further information or any queries regarding this event please contact:
Kerry Walton, MRA(Vic) Toyrun Coordinator – 0417 766 555 Email: trikenut@bigpond.com
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From the MRA(Vic) May
board meeting;
Discussion continued on
from the April 2011 Board
meeting about the new
MRA(Vic). Slogans and
newsletter names were
discussed. The work to date
by Rodney, and Grant, was
acknowledged. The board
engaged in a further quick
brainstorming session
resulting in even more
creative possibilities!
However, serious discussion
ensued, and the board
members voted.
New Slogan to be “United
we Ride”.
For the Newsletter name it
was decided to give the
members a vote from a
shortlist.
The Poll was run with the
final vote as
“CounterSteering”.
From the MRAV 2011
QGM1;
Wendy Taylor advised that
the Roadsafe Victoria
network winds up on June
30, 2011. RoadSafe Inner
Melbourne Community
Road Safety Council has
registered as a new group –
Road Safety Action Group
Inner Melbourne. RSAG-IM
focus will be on vulnerable
road users – pedestrians,
cyclists and motorcyclists.
The MRAV Board endorsed
Wendy to continue her road
safety advocacy role, as
MRAV representative on
RSAG-IM. Wendy advised
that a submission for
funding to the (new)
Community Road Safety
Alliance group for a RSAGIM e-communication with
motorcyclists project has
been approved and funded.
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Vale Luke Wilson
I would like to let you know the feelings as a mother, a parent and family members
of Luke Wilson, we are disgusted at the result of Luke’s case where a police officer was found
“Not Guilty” of driving dangerously causing death.
We believe that it sends the wrong message to the community when all we hear about is
reducing the road toll. How can we ever get through to all drivers, especially young drivers,
when a member of our authority - holding a “silver driving standard” is choosing to drive in
this manner, not believing it was not “dangerous”, for the sake of cupcakes. Where are the
priorities? In the process of ”Innocent until Proven Guilty” as in the drivers case, we sat
through five days of a slanted view to try and degrade Luke’s name and character, his ability
as a rider and that his bike was in a “over maintained” order. This is to establish as the law
states ” To Prove Beyond Reasonable Doubt” that the driver did not cause Luke’s death.
I believe that the laws do not look after the victim, in this case the deceased person has no
representation and yet be scrutinized to a miniscule degree and not to be able to argue their
case. I ask you, who is the Innocent person here? This is not about upholding the law, this is
about not taking responsibility for your actions, this is about not being sentenced and jailed
and this is about winning a case. We as a family are left with complete heartache of the loss
or our beautiful son, brother, partner, uncle, grandson, nephew, cousin and extended family
not to mention all his friends and community.
Regards,
Maureen Wilson
Luke’s mother written on Mother’s Day 2011

On March 4th, 2012 the MRA(Vic) encourages all riders
to support the Wilson Family in a memorial ride “to
remember Luke”.
Keep an eye on the calendar for details

Much as the hysteria on bikie laws is being trundled out by the media again it’s a reminder of
the endorsement the MRA(Vic) has given to this release from two years ago.

OUTLAW INTEREST CLOUDS ROAD SAFETY MESSAGES
MEDIA RELEASE 2009
MOTORCYCLE safety has become just a pillion passenger behind laws targeting outlaw
motorcycle gangs, says Australian Motorcycle Council chairman Shaun Lennard.
At the AMC's annual conference in Brisbane, 21 delegates representing 80,000 motorcyclists
have discussed the issue of anti-bikie laws in both NSW and South Australia.
"Certainly any reasonable actions to target organised crime is supported by us as it would be
by any member of the community, but we are opposed also to any bad laws,'' Mr Lennard said
today.
"We believe that these two lots of legislation are simply bad law.''
Mr Lennard said it appeared some other states were awaiting a legal challenge to the South
Australian laws currently before the Supreme Court before they decided whether or not to
follow suit.
Tasmania and the ACT have declared they will not introduce like legislation.
Mr Lennard said the recent arrests of motorcycle gang members in NSW had been under
existing laws, not anti-bikie laws.
"Changes to the Crimes Act in 2007 gave enforcement agencies the power to act against
organised crime organisations in any case, so these laws are unnecessary,'' he said.
Mr Lennard said hysteria generated since an alleged bikie-related murder at Sydney airport on
March 22 had resulted in many bike riders being dubbed outlaws.
"There are members of the federal parliament who wear black motorcycle jackets, dark glasses
and open-faced crash helmets and ride a Harley-Davidson,'' he said.
"If you saw them riding down the street you'd think: 'There goes a member of a motorcycle
gang.' ''
Mr Lennard said while the laws were dubbed 'anti-bikie', they would in fact affect any
organisation that happened to have a member convicted of a criminal offence.

Your association
needs you!
It’s not uncommon for clubs
and associations to have
difficulty in finding members
to take and active role in the
running and administration
of the organization. There is
so much to do and the
rewards are often confined
to personal satisfaction.
The MRA(Vic) needs the
help of members so if you
can spare some time and a
little effort please join us in
promoting the motorcycle
community.
Roles urgently required are;
Treasurer.
Merchandising officer
Newsletter editor.
Marketing and advertising
manager.
Marshals.

Meanwhile, he said, issues of motorcycling and its place in transport policy plus a range of
safety issues had been overshadowed.
"This has clouded a whole range of motorcycling issues over the last two or three months,'' Mr
Lennard said.
He said there was too little regard for the safety of motorcyclists in infrastructure development.
"What we're looking at into the future is taking into account these risks to motorcycle riders as a
road-user group into the (planning) of infrastructure,'' he added.
Environmental awareness is likely to have more and more motor scooters on the road, given
the huge increase over the last five years.

mraa@mravic.org.au

"When there's discussions about sustainable transport and congestion in cities, there's talk
about public transport, encouraging more people to take up cycling and catering more for
pedestrians… but there's no mention ever about the places of scooters and motorcycles,'' Mr
Lennard concluded.
For further information call Shaun Lennard on 0417 396 835
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Patron stands for
RACV Service
member Director
election in September.
Professor Marcus Wigan is
well known nationally and
internationally for his
passion for bicycles and
motorcycles (and, oddly
freight vehicles...) but
perhaps less well known to
MRAV members as an
authority on transport data,
Intelligent Transport
Systems, electronic road
pricing, and surveillance and
privacy aspects of
transport... All issues that
affect motorcyclists in a
broader sense. Worse than
that he also works on energy
strategies for small nations
and campaigns in academic
publications for the
empowerment of the
community in active data
and model supported
participation in planning. It is
rumoured that he sleeps on
alternate leap years. All
heavy stuff, but for the last
three years he has been a
Partner in the Volvo Centre
of Excellence at Melbourne
University on the
Governance and
Management of Urban
Transport.
We'd all like to see him
elected so that there was
someone of proven
independence of mind and a
wide range of relevant
expertise on the Board and
one who also understood
motorcycling and cycling
very well.
In fact he is standing
because we explicitly asked
him to...
He has a website at
http://www.mwigan.com/mrw
/Welcome.html where he will
be posting updates on
developments, and
responses to queries and
comments. Tweeting on
MarcWigan and is adding
relevant information to his
FaceBook page
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The 13th MRA Cranbourne GP Run will be held this year
on Saturday 15 October 2011.
On the Saturday of the Moto GP each year, the City of Casey hosts the MRA Cranbourne GP
Run from 8.15 am in High Street, Cranbourne.
The MRA Cranbourne GP Run is one of the most exciting motorcycle events in Victoria, as
people assemble to watch the wave off of thousands of motorcycle riders travelling en masse
to Phillip Island for the Moto GP.
The MRA Cranbourne GP Run is an opportunity for riders of different backgrounds and abilities
to get together and participate in the biggest group motorcycle ride in Victoria. The event is a
major attraction to the South East region and attracts thousands of people to the City of Casey.
From 8.15am on the saturday morning the
southbound carriageways of High Street
Cranbourne will be shut to allow for the
parking of motorcycles that wish to participate
in the group ride to the Phillip Island race
circuit. This ride has become a major annual
event that is well attended by motorcyclists
from all over Australia.
Now in its 13th year, Cranbourne becomes a
vibrant hub of activity as High, Childers,
Bakewell and Lyall Streets come alive with
activities. Spectators and riders enjoy music,
food stalls and community displays.
The heat turns up at 10 am when the bikes
start their engines and excitement grows for
the celebrity wave off.
The event is FREE - no cost, no registration,
just bring your bike and be there by 9.30am if
you wish to ride.
Bring the whole family to see this unique and
spectacular event!

President’s Report - Shifting Gears
Welcome to the new look Association Newsletter!
First of all I’d like to personally thank Kerry Walton for
the exciting and productive twelve months he served as
President. We spent the year working hard at raising
the profile of rider rights in Victoria. The amount of hours,
phone calls, meetings and the extraordinary time he spent
rescuing the Toyrun should be toasted by all our members
and never forgotten. The often incredulous looks he gave
me when times got tough left me feeling guilty for
encouraging him to take it on. That he’s volunteered to
man the helm for the Toyrun this year and my taking on
the “Poison Chalice” that the role of President has become
just proves we’re both either slightly loopy or more passionate about riding than we’d care to
admit.
For those who follow the newsletters and website reports you would have read about my
exploits with the MRA(Vic) over the last four years, two as the Vice President. By way of
introduction I’m a rider and enthusiast for more than ten years. I never had the pleasure of
riding in my youth as I spent most of my mechanical interest then on custom cars, engine
tinkering and the like. I’ve always had an interest in custom bikes however so it’s no surprise
that I ride a cruiser now. With full time employment and a busy family life my riding is mostly
relegated to the hour each way trip to work and the odd blast around the country.
I joined the MRA(Vic) in 2003 but attended my first meeting in 2005 where I came to an AGM.
After watching bemused from the sides for some time I decided to see where I could help when
I attended the AGM in 2008. From that point I began to research a lot of what had been going
on, speaking to the various members on the boards and looking through documents. It was
depressing. Like many riders, I had thought the MRA(Vic) was a strong political lobby group
backed by thousands of riders. So why was nothing happening with the WRBs going up
everywhere and why couldn’t we use bus lanes, which just seemed crazy? In fact what the
MRA(Vic) had become was an unfunded group of only half a dozen valiant people struggling to
get a mention in society on anything to do with motorcycle issues. With only 250 members out
of 300,000 license holders and a fierce contingent of critics and a self interest group, it was a
well meaning shambles.
One of the first issues identified was getting the truth out to members. A new look “Riders
Advocate” was the first project off the ground along with refreshing and getting the website up
to date. Rather than bore you with the disturbing details and negative aspects of the past
decade, these have also been published in the yearly reports of the documentation centre on
the association website for all to see for themselves. Efforts were then instigated to restore
support with other MRA groups and councils around the country, renaming the organization to
reflect its state based focus and creating a pointer page on the associations’ previous name
“The Motorcycle Riders Association of Australia” for all rider representative groups. From there
more contact and meetings were held with government authorities and our membership grew
to more than 650. We were gaining ground, but this was not enough.
All throughout this time, it became clear in forums, discussions with clubs and riders that the
riders of Victoria had moved on from the association. When it comes to lobby groups,
sponsorship funding is a reward for successful commercial endeavor and the stagnant results
and constant infighting since 1998 had destroyed any credibility the MRA(Vic) once had - hence
the lack of funding from the industry or riders. After the disappointing turn out for the
awareness ride last year to protest the Victoria Police appearing to seek influence on the
community to accept filtering under the “hoon” laws, a planning group was formed from
interested members to help guide the association executive. Not long after, Kerry and I also
returned from a dismaying meeting and found we all agreed that the only way to move forward
was indeed to change the playing field somehow. Of course this is something the members
themselves needed to decide so it was brought to the last QGM in 2010 and voted on at the
AGM in 2011.
Continued Page 9

Caldermeade
Farm & Cafe
Contacts & location
Open daily 9am – 5pm
summer, weekends and
holidays
(10am – 4pm winter
weekdays)
4385 South Gippsland
Highway Caldermeade
3984
Telephone: 03 5997
5000
Fax: 5997 5111
Email: maxwellj@tpg.com.au
Melways Ref: Map 612 R 8

VICROADS: 96 A5

Biker friendly and ample
parking. Stop in on your way
to the GP!

Financial Statements
note:
The Annual Statement of the
Public Officer for the
financial year ending 31
December 2010 to 2 May
2011 was sent to the
Department of Justice and
Consumer Affairs on 2 May
2011
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It was pleasing to see the support of members in wanting to preserve the association; however
it appeared that some viewed it more as “club” than a lobby group which has a very different
implication. In the end a clear distinction was decided by the members to actually keep the
MRA(Vic) as a social club, and move the lobbying effort to a council group of clubs. The
MRA(Vic) aims haven’t changed, just how we go about achieving them. The new arrangement
allows the small group of active members to work on promoting motorcycling and for riders
and sponsors to get behind the council without the incumbent baggage associated with the
MRAA name.

The Local Hotel
Port Melbourne
22-24 Bay Street, Port
Melbourne VIC 3207
Download the menu!
Located by the bay in Port
Melbourne, The Local lives
up to its name with a warm,
friendly and down to earth
atmosphere.
Offering value for money
meals, live music and
entertainment, function
rooms, live sport and a
fantastic location on the
Bay, The Local is well worth
a visit.
http://www.thelocalportmel
bourne.com.au/

What would you do?
a "Crash Course for the
Motorcyclist ™"

will train you to deal with all
the aspects of a Motorcycle
Accident.
Taught in the USA sinse 1996
and now available in
Australia and New Zealand.

http://www.asma.org.au/

With the name change back in 2009, discussion on protecting the name and emblem of the
association was touted and legal advice sought. We’re pleased to announced that we have
secured the name “Motorcycle Riders Association of Victoria” with its’ associated logo as a
trademark owned by the organization. It is also disturbing to find that a vexatious ex member
has applied to trademark the previous name and emblem of the association as his own
personal property and has made ridiculous assertions on the associations use of it and may in
fact be looking to pass himself off as representing members. Members should be outraged by
this attempted theft of the identity of their association. Other Motorcycle Riders groups
around the country have joined us in condemnation of this act and we will fight the application
if it becomes accepted.
When the Victorian Motorcycle Council was established by the Motorcycle Riders Association
of Australia (really just the Victorian chapter) back 1996, it was permanently shelved as the
leadership of the MRA at the time would not endorse anyone else advocating for rider rights.
The executive of the VMC have kept it going all these years pleading with subsequent MRA
leaders to allocate members to take on active roles. After the membership vote at the
MRA(Vic) AGM in 2011 handed the lobbying effort to the VMC, the MRA(Vic) leadership
encouraged the planning group to participate and take on an active role within the VMC. Mr.
Peter Baulch has been elected as the Chairman of the Victorian Motorcycle Council and the
planning groups has been very busy producing the environment to create a peak
representative body within a national structure. Announcements on the further actions and
involvement of the VMC will be forthcoming by them soon along with a campaign to involve all
motorcycle clubs. As part of a national perspective in restructuring the lobby effort the ties
between the MRA(Vic) and VMC have been enhanced within the Australian Motorcycle
Council.
It was with great interest that I read the article by the Chairman of the AMC, Shaun Lennard in
the August edition of “2Wheels” magazine where he mentioned stepping aside from the battle
on road safety for motorcyclists for a moment and ponder why this battle exists at all. I’d add
that what we have to do as a collective is recognize that lobbying for motorcycle rights on the
basis of road safety is like the gun lobby saying that “guns don’t kill people, people do”. Look
at the results in this country for that premise! Every gun totting nut case has stripped the
lawful rights of citizens to own certain guns. Road safety is the game plan of those seeking to
remove motorcycles and scooters from the roads and if we let them drive the debate with it
we are doomed. Look at the tactics they are using – demonize all riders as criminals, publish
dodgy statistical findings that we are the cause of all accidents and must be protected from
ourselves, prohibit any marketing on the positive side of two wheeled transport and lead
society to believe we must be outlawed.
We have to change tactics and make it a
civil liberty issue.
The growing use of motorcycles shows the
community is keen to use them, why then
are government authorities ignoring the
wishes of voters and trying to reduce the
amount of people taking it up?
Grant Delahoy
MRA(Vic) President 2011
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Informed Reflections
by Wendy Taylor

MRAV Secretary 2011
At the 2011 MRAV AGM, as minute taker I was certainly aware of a maelstrom of views and
opinions, honesty and bluntness from the floor. My focus, quite rightly, was on the minutes.
However, belated as this is, here are my thoughts.
My reckoning is that since 2000 I have attended all except two MRAV QGMs or AGMs. That's
about forty meetings, attending mostly as a rank and file MRAV member, and only recently as
a Board member.
In this 11 years I have seen many Boards come, and go. I have seen individual board
members and others come and go too. Others also step up into supporting roles, such as chief
marshal, social ride coordinator, safety committee members, and the public officer. Page 3 in
this newsletter is a the full list of these honorary positions, and the people who fill them.
Something apparently often forgotten in the MRAV is that we are volunteers. This deserves
respect. To volunteer means to make a commitment, and bringing something of the person,
and goodwill to the cause. Each and every board member and the people in every other
position is a volunteer, and it takes something special to step up, and to try to help manage
and support an organisation. And the MRAV is an organisation, a business in effect, albeit notfor-profit.

http://xcelplus.com.au
Please direct all inquiries
to.

So, the MRAV is a not-for-profit business, run by volunteers, and it is about motorcyclists. The
aims of the MRA are the promotion of: road safety; fair and sensible laws; and a better image
for motorcyclists.
When I think about the organisation and its successes over the past decade, I struggle. Yes,
there are achievements and successes, and these are hard earned. Nonetheless, we don't
seem to be a successful organisation. It seems reasonable to ask the question: "why is this
so?"
The changeover of boards over the past decade has been such that any continuity is difficult to
maintain, and seems to get lost. Sometimes there is a ground swell of support for a leader,
and when they move on, the other board members follow. Sometimes the board departures
are swift and bitter. My recollection is that there have been at least six distinct boards. This
must create discontinuity as each successive board spends time and energy picking up the
pieces, reinventing the wheel, and struggling to find their feet, plan, and move ahead. I know
over these eleven years that the MRAV continued to deal with the same or similar issues and
problems.
Much time seems to be spent dealing with "spot fires" often relating to MRAV internal politics
or issues. The short life span of each distinct board of necessity equate to an operating
environment not conducive to think about, plan, implement, and monitor strategy, which all
takes effort and time. Boards do not get an opportunity to pause and reflect. This is not a
criticism, it is the informed view of a member with a perseverance of heroic proportions (in my
opinion) to attend forty consecutive member meetings (give or take one or two).

Xcelplus@pobox.com

MOTORCYCLE
INDUSTRY REPORTS
STRONG GROWTH IN
FIRST HALF OF 2011
Motorcycle sales in
Australia increased in the
first half of 2011,
according to figures
released on July 14th by
the Federal Chamber of
Automotive Industries
(FCAI).

Another observation is that the MRAV seems to be in a constant state of revolution. What do I
mean by this? Here is a definition from the fount of all knowledge these days. Wikipedia
defines revolution as: (from the Latin revolutio, "a turn around"), a fundamental change in
power or organisational structures that takes place in a relatively short period of time.

In the six months to the
end of June, 50,379
motorcycles were
delivered to Australian
customers, representing
an increase of 1501 units
(or 3.1%) over the same
period in 2010.

The definition is so simple. And it astutely describes how I view the MRAV. The issues for me
isn't so much a revolution, it is just that it keeps happening! Continuity and succession
planning are important, because this helps to create and maintain stability. It allows history to
be recorded, and valued. It also allows people's efforts to be acknowledged, and valued too. It
allows knowledge to pass from one person or board to the next. It means that the past can be
perused and acknowledged, with learning wrung from history, which is integrated into the
now, and into planning for the future.

The growth in motorcycle
sales has so-far outpaced
the wider passenger and
commercial vehicle market
during 2011, according to
FCAI Chief Executive
Andrew McKellar.

Over the years, I alternate between empathy, sympathy, and despair at the necessity of the
short term view of boards because of the environment created as a result of constant
Continued page 11
revolutions.

Continued page 11
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“The overall market for
motorcycles has
continued to see a little
growth during 2011
compared with car and
light commercial sales,
which are down 6.6%
year-to-date,” he said.
Growth in the Scooter and
All-terrain Vehicle (ATV)
segments was of
particular importance Mr
McKellar said.
“Continued strong
demand for ATVs in rural
areas, and the increasing
popularity of scooters in
inner-city Australia has
seen these segments
grow 29% and 14%
respectively over 2010
figures.
“The growth of scooter
sales and the resilience of
overall road bike sales
suggest commuters are
finding motorcycles to be
a practical solution to
continuing high fuel prices
and inner-city traffic
congestion,” he said.
Seven of the top-10
motorcycles remain offroad bikes: testament to
the ongoing popularity of
motorcycling as a
recreational sport and
pastime in Australia.
The off-road segment
accounted for 15,268
sales (to the end of June)
for a 30% market share.
The road bike segment
remains the single largest
by market share, with
half-year sales of 18,653
representing 37% of all
motorcycles sold.
10,544 ATV deliveries
represented a 21%
market share (up from
16% in 2010), while
Continued page 12
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And despite the drama and pain involved, and the histrionics, the outcomes to date mean
only more of the same.
It was a brave, reasonable and sensible decision by the MRAV President and Vice-President in
2010 to create the MRAV planning committee. The committee explored the MRAV history, and
brainstormed a way to go forward into the future of motorcycling. In effect, the futures
committee paused and reflected on behalf of the Board. There was, I assure you, some
healthy debate at MRAV board meetings about effective advocacy. This discussion continued
at the December 2010 QGM, and through to the members' decision making at the March 2011
AGM.
After some reflection, thinking about the weight and relevance of the MRAV history, and
potential for motorcycling into the future, it seems reasonable and sensible to me for a
collective of motorcyclists and scooterists, each nominated by their club or association, with
as many motorcycle related clubs who choose to be involved, to become a part of a
democratic model of motorcycling advocacy. This model works elsewhere, within the
motorcycling community, and in other communities too.
Will history note this as another revolution in the history of the MRAV? It is a reasonable
question. The answer is no. The change that members endorsed means a clean break from
the history. There was clear communication via the website and Riders' Advocate, and ample
opportunity for members to participate at member meetings, and many chose to speak up.
In the end, on the night of March 18, 2011 at the 2011 AGM I voted for the MRAV to reinvent
itself as a social club. As well, I support the concept of the new representation group, with my
best wishes for a bright future in their advocating on behalf of motorcyclists.
I didn't join the MRAV twenty years ago for its social activity calendar, but I am happy to
support it (hence the Secretary role). The objectives of the MRAV are the same, and are still
relevant, and I am happy about this too. We have the opportunity to create a great and
cohesive social club.
The MRAV AGM 2011 minutes are on
the MRAV website. I reckon they
make a good read, and as fellow
members I believe you should
acquaint yourselves with club
business. And, finally, please regard
this an an open invitation to
members to come along to an
upcoming MRAV QGM and AGM, and
participate in your club.

Draft of the MRA(Vic) Code of Conduct
Members are the lifeblood and soul of the Association and play an integral role in achieving
our goals. The Association’s role and aims outline its future direction. The aims can only be
achieved through high standards of behavior in our interactions with the Board, fellow
members, guests, government authorities and the wider community. In addition, we all
must comply with State and Federal legislation. The Code of Conduct provides a frame work
of ethical principles, obligations and standards that guide the conduct of the Board and
members. The Code is written in the spirit that all members have fun and but in doing so
respect the Association, its elected board and members, the law and all who come in
contact with it. – Rodney Brown
Continued page 12

CODE OF CONDUCT (Draft for comment)
The Board and all members of the Motorcycle Riders’ Association of Victoria (MRAV) agrees to and
shall be bound by the Constitution, By-Laws, regulations, rules, policies and codes in force at all times.
All members are expected to familiarize themselves with the Association’s Code of Conduct.
THE BOARD AND ALL MEMBERS AGREE TO:
1.
2.
3.

Be loyal and committed to the role and aims of the Association.
Be aware that misconduct will not be tolerated from members or their guests.
Be respectful in relation to attitude, language and behavior with each other and not bring the
Association into disrepute by unprofessional, threatening, disruptive activity or like behavior.
4. Behave in a responsible manner at events/meetings and foster a positive image in the
community.
5. Refer all media enquiries regarding the Association, its operations and services directly to the
President or Vice President or designated nominee.
6. Not accept media interviews in relation to the Association without the prior approval of the
President or Vice President or designated nominee.
7. Conduct themselves appropriately and speak in a manner consistent with the Association’s
philosophy, values and operations, when representing the Association in public and at private
forums.
8. Use the Association’s website in a respectful and proper manner, not contravening applicable
laws, regulations and codes of communication and conduct.
9. Use public internet forums appropriately. Any grievances should be referred to the Board and
not aired publicly including denigrating comments.
10. Communicate via email in a respectful and proper manner that does not harass, abuse,
belittle, discriminate, defame, physically threaten or undermine the Association and maintain
a professional standard of language.
11. Keep information of a personal nature relating to Association members or Association
business confidential and not pass on documents and communications of a confidential
nature. Members are to seek guidance from the Board if clarification is needed.
12. Not misappropriate equipment, stock, cash, files or other property belonging to the
Association nor use the Association’s equipment or other property for personal use without
tacit and written approval from the board.
13. Recognize all members have a duty of care towards themselves and other road users in a
manner that is consistent with the Association’s Code of Conduct and the road laws.
14. Not engage in activities that represent a conflict of interest for the Association. A conflict of
interest exists when it is likely that member is influenced, or perceived to be influenced by a
personal interest as a member of the Association. All arrangements for chargeable services to
the organization by a member must be in written form with tacit approval from the board and
made transparent to members. There must be no self dealing or any conduct of private
business or personal services between any member and the Association.
15. A member who holds an elected seat of responsibility must maintain honesty, truth and
transparency in actions and dealings pertaining to the Association and set a high standard of
conduct for other members to follow
16. A member who holds elected seat of responsibility may not attempt to exercise individual
authority over the Association, they must work with the tacit approval of the board members.
17. Work effectively as a team and with transparent communication when planning, organizing
and running club events i.e. ToyRun and other activities such as social functions
18. Welcome, make them feel at home, prospective members to the Association’s events.
BREACH OF CODE OF CONDUCT
These standards form an expressed condition of membership, which if substantially breached may lead to
counseling, disciplinary action and/or suspension or termination of membership. Breach of the Association’s Code
of Conduct will be dealt with in accordance with Section 5 and 6 of the Constitution, in a fair, just and equitable
manner by the Board.

scooter sales increased to
5914 for a market share
of 11.7% (up from 10% in
2010).
Japanese manufacturers
continue to dominate
sales. Honda was the
number one brand,
delivering 10,424
motorcycles to the end of
June.
Yamaha was in second
position to the end of
June with 9349 sales,
followed by Suzuki
(6333), Kawasaki (4882)
and Harley Davidson
(2955).
Kawasaki’s Ninja 250R
road bike was the best
selling single model with
1093 sales. Honda’s
popular CT110, sold
almost exclusively to
Australia Post as a
delivery bike, was the
second best seller with
1034 sales.
Motorcycle sales in
Australia peaked in 2008,
with 114,210 motorcycles
delivered to customers
that year.
Download the summary
report
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Registration Rolls

Secretary's report

It's come to our attention
that there is some
confusion about the
placement of registration
labels on bikes and that
some riders believe that
placing a label on the rear
of the bike is illegal.
It is not and has not been
since the law was
changed back in 2009.

In its first quarter the MRAV Board has settled in to its charter as decided at the
March 2011 AGM. It is a pleasure to serve as Secretary to this organisation. The
goodwill at Board meetings is terrific to experience as the new MRAV takes shape.
Certainly making the transition from the traditional to the new is interesting to
participate in. There is a standing agenda item about "the new MRAV ..." We have
enjoyed the creative brainstorming and short listing a new name for the newsletter,
and a new slogan. We have also reviewed the many and varied honorary positions,
the MRAV objectives and aims, and locked in and publicised a year's worth of board
and member meetings. Rodney Brown, our first VP, drafted a member code of
conduct. The first QGM has been and gone, and now we are preparing for the second.
Of course the standing agenda item also addresses the social aspects of our revitalised
club, and a calendar of events is on the MRAV website.

(from Road Safety
(Vehicles) Regulations
2009 - S.R. No. 118/2009)

53 Where registration
label to be affixed on
vehicle
A registration label for a
vehicle must be affixed
as follows;
(c) in the case of a
motor cycle, in a
suitable holder—
(i) to the left side of the
motor cycle so that the
front of the label faces
outwards from the
motor cycle; or
(ii) to the handlebar on
the left side of the motor
cycle so that the front of
the label faces the front
of the motor cycle; or
iii) to the centre of the
front of the motor cycle
in a position as near as
practicable to the top of
the steering head so
that the front of the
label faces towards the
front of the motor cycle;
or

Continued page 14
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At each Board meeting Kerry Walton reports about the 2011 MRAV Toy Run. Kerry
volunteered to co-ordinate this year's toy run, a mammoth project in its own right. He
has blossomed in this role of MRAV Toy Run organiser, exuding enthusiasm, energy
and commitment. It is an absolute delight to see a volunteer step up, get involved,
and shine.
The board agenda retains the standing item of road safety and advocacy, and
there continues to be interest and good discussion each board meeting about
these matters, always of relevance and concern to motorcyclists and scooterists.
We also greeted and then said farewell to new board member, Vice-President, Rodney
Brown. A short time later we were pleased when MRAV member, Paul Finey, stepped
up and volunteered not only to become our vice-president, and then ramped up his
commitment to simultaneously wear the hat of newsletter editor until we find a
permanent one.

Victorian Motorcycle Advisory Group
The first meeting of the new Motorcycle Advisory Group was held on
Friday 5/8/11.
Members are:
David Hawker (new) ** -

Chair

(David is the former House of Representatives Speaker)

James Holgate (Director, Road User Safety, VicRoads)
Samantha Cockfield (TAC)
Stuart McGregor (VicPol) (new)
Peter Daly (RACV)
Rhys Griffith (FCAI) **
Kat Stewart (VACC) **
Tony Ellis **
Peter Baulch **
Moira Stewart **
Stuart Strickland **
Rob Smith **
Wendy Taylor **
Heather Ellis (new) **
One vacancy to be filled.

(iv) on or adjacent to
the motor cycle's
number plate in a way
that the characters on
the number plate are
not obscured;
Note that the
following regulation
means that the
cylindrical type of
registration holders
are not legal as the
whole label must be
visible:
52 Registration label to
be affixed in visible and
readable way
A registration label for a
vehicle must be affixed
so that—
(a) it is clearly visible
from a distance of 5
metres from the vehicle;
and
(b) the information on
the label is readable
from outside the
vehicle.
VicPol have confirmed
that these cylindrical
holders are definitely
not legal under
Victorian law...

All but Stuart McGregor (who is replacing Bob Stork) as the VicPol rep and Heather Ellis are
previous VMAC members.

** alongside a name means they are an active rider.
Noteworthy losses from previous membership are Hollie Black and
Cam Cuthill. Hollie is Chair of the Scooter Federation (Scooter
importers/manufacturers) and Cam is the former GM of BMW Motorad Australia and New Zealand.
Apart from the Industry and Agency representatives, appointments
have been on an individual basis for their knowledge and expertise and
not as representatives of any organisation.

NOT LEGAL in
Victoria

Generally, given the terms of reference, any matters discussed at the
meeting will need to wait on an official statement from VicRoads.
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